SP U-matic Player
BVU

-920

SP U-matic
(with Dynamic Tracking System)

Player

BVU-900

.The advanced
Dynamic
Tracking (Dr) System: high
quality noiseless DT pictures in the range from -1 to
+ 3 times normal speed available. (with the BKU-901A

.1911 Rack Mountable
with the RMM-950 (for 1911 EIA
standard rack) or RMM-501 (for Sony SU series) Rack
Mount Kit.

optional Plug-in TBC)-BVU-920
.Dynamic
Motion Control (DMC) capability
To control DT playback picture speeds via the DMC
function

of the Editing Control

Unit such as the

BVE-600, BVE-910.-BVU-920
.Superior
Performance
(SP) Technology

for excellent

quality picture through multi-generation
recording.
.Interchangeable
with conventional
format
.Dolby
C-Type Noise Reduction
System for superior
sound quality.
.BKU-901A
Plug-in Time
For DT playback.-BVU-920

Base Corrector

Return SC direct processing

(optional)

for time base error

compensation,
maintaining picture quality.
.BKU-902
Plug-in Digital Noise Reducer (optional)
Dramatically

improves

S/N ratio up to 6 dB. (with the

BKU-901A)
.Auto
freeze function:
freeze picture available at the
editing in point or standby off point. (with the BKU-902)
.Dial
Menu Operation
via search dial for user
convenience:
Display of time code character on the monitor screen.
Setting preroll time, etc.
.Jog/Shuttle
Dial for high speed and precise picture
search.
Jog:
Shuttle:

frame by frame tape control
STILL, 1/30,1/15,1/5, 1/2, 1, 2, 5, 10 times normal
speed in the forward and reverse directions.
(Noiseless playback pictures in the range from
-1 to + 3 times normal speed in the VAR

mode.-BVU-920)
.9-pin
REMOTE Interface
(RS-422 serial): to be directly
interfaced with BVH/BVW/BVU
series VTR or BVE
series or RM-450 Editing Control Unit to configure high
grade editing

systems.

SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES
AC Power Cord (1)
VDC-5 Dubbing Cable (5m) (1)
RCC-5G Remote Control Cable (9-pin to 9-pin) (1)
Extension Board(small-1, large-1) (2)
Operation and Maintenance Manual (1)
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
BKU-901A Plug-in Time Base Corrector
BKU-902 Plug-in Digital Noise Reducer
BKU-90S Control Panel Extention Kit (to be used with theBK-803)
BK-803 Control Panel Case (to be used with the BKU-90S)
RMM.950 Rack Mount Kit

